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An elusive stalker is targeting Marlowe
kids — and something unearthly has
gotten into its wealthiest student — as
the Another series builds up to a fiendish
finale.
When Thomas’s billionaire father marries French
governess Nicola Vileroy, high society is all abuzz ,
but Thomas, the most popular student at Marlowe,
is just plain high. Ever since his girlfriend, Belle,
dumped him, he’s been spending less time with
old friends and more time getting wasted at clubs.
But after someone slips him a designer drug one
night — and his stepmother seems to know way
too much about his private life — things really start
to get scary. As Thomas’s blackouts give way to
a sinister voice inside his head and as news of a
vicious hate crime has students on edge, Thomas
comes to the sickening realization that Madame
Vileroy has made him a victim of a horrifying
supernatural plan. How can he muster the strength
and will to stop it? The pulse-quickening climax
revisits Jekyll and Hyde as a current-day cautionary
tale laced with a heady dose of paranormal intrigue.
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At once chilling and wickedly satirical, this contemporary
reimagining of the Faustian bargain is a compelling tale of
ambition, consequences, and ultimate redemption.

A darkness continues to haunt the Marlowe School,
and this time, someone is plotting payback.

“Dark and fabulous.”
— Girls’ Life
“Imagine a world where the magic of the Harry Potter
kids is given to the cast of Gossip Girl, and you’ve
got the story line for Another Faust, a retelling of the
classic deal-with-the-devil story.”
— Seventeen.com
“Told in detailed, gothic language. . . . Switching character
viewpoints often, the authors keep the pace moving to an ending
full of action, revelation, and horror.”
— Kirkus Reviews
“An absorbing, imaginative read, with a tense climax.”
— Publishers Weekly
“With several well-timed twists and numerous allusions
to Faustian bargains throughout history, this juicy story
will appeal to teens who enjoy the power grabs and backstabbing
of Cecily von Ziegesar’s Gossip Girl, as well
as to fans of dark contemporary fantasy.”
— School Library Journal

“John, Wendy, and Peter . . . are sympathetic
characters who make Peter Pan’s themes of growth and
fear of the unknown come alive.”
— Kirkus Reviews
“A unique twist on a classic story.”
— Booklist
“Teens who like their fantasy layered and with multifaceted
characters will enjoy this thought-provoking read.”
— School Library Journal
“The allusions are myriad, but dedicated fantasy readers
will not find them distracting as they follow Wendy’s emergence
as a compelling heroine seeking her own identity.”
— Voice of Youth Advocates

